
 Cold, autumn, bottom
Ginkgo golden trembling
Bird-bottom colder
-Cloaca disappeared.

 Wax-paper bottom
cold glasssss transfer bottom
Frigid wet autumn
Befeathered, bescumbered bottom
A characteristic song is not a song.
Outdoors.
I can’t see myself.

Glass and glass bottoms.
(The way the particular bird must be generalized to 
be recognizable. The way the particular bird doesn’t 
recognize the particular reflection, but generalizes the 
surroundings.)

To make of a blank a blank,
To make of a point, a rounded bottom,
To slam the pointed bottom against the pissing glass,
To drop the point --broken, befeathered-- in the grass,
To make of a blank a blanc, and so on, and earlier, 
and still, a good was so hard to find, and even earlier, 
cochonnet sans culot, and ‘mom’ held hard as a trill/
ululation offending my mother.

That heavy cloaca that goes with me. That overgirds 
me. That tiny heavy dirt dead bird with me.
And my mother.
-Cloaca disappeared.

And why kill, why swat the fly.
Why force the ass through the face.
Why pick it up, longshoreman’s fingers, (though 
without longshoreman’s hands)
Why pick it up, why remove it, by the broken wing 
only, only to wing it out the window.
And no birds fly from Paris to New York
Why bird horizontal?
Why bird sequence?
Why ultra violet, only to dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt!

-A characteristic song is not a song-
outdoors.
I can’t see myself
Glass, and glass bottoms
(The way that the particular dead bird is generalized 
for reference… The way the particular bird can’t 
recognize itself, flying out /at/ itself.) …a net of wet 
feathers on the glass, pissing.  
Golden glass bottom.
Cavae.
Disappearing cavae cloaca, ass through face.
Wet grass, wet grass, wet grass.
Dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt!

And so on

I built lace, I built lace
I built lace
I built a net wet feathers on the glass that I made.
I pushed the ass through the face.  

Let me know you what happened to that bird,
That bird saw a bird.
No birds fly from Paris to New York

The co-collision with the interior, not really ever separated 
from the exterior by the glass, is not the only coincident 
that reveals the presence of /the inside/ in the surroundings, 
even after the tiny bird body hemorrhages insides/ass into 
the surrounding grass, glass, and plasters/shellacs the 
interior view.

I have chosen to call this’ ass-through-face’
which I would,
in turn,
designate as the locust-starling-sparrow at which self-
interrogation takes place.
It is a departure, and it conduces to neither an answer 
nor a cloaca, because its operations are torque-like to the 
extent that they throw the static, passive, monumental aim 
against the window.

The blood, the waiting-slow blood,
always in the surroundings,
surrounded.
Dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt!
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog,
dirt is everywhere, and everywhere throbbing hard 
against 
the cold wet expanse of glass, the reflected night-and-
day of the surrounding windows, shining like mirrors 
and faces and houses and currency and throbbing into 
the dark like breathing befeathered breasts.

The murder, which sustains this peace,
and don’t you know where your phone comes from?
and don’t you know where your clothes come from?
Nudity, obscured, denuded through, by the blood from 
which those and these clothes emerge?

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The /nominative/, and /feminine/, and /genitive/ plural
The hollow trunk, turned inside out, regarding its 
repose, dead,
ass-through-face, on the blooming grass beneath the 
window.

Smashing brain against backwater novel heaven, 
leaving to and for the older, more worn-out notheaven:
smashing brain and holding still, growing inward like 
a hair and nail, in blood.
Pushing smashing pissing blood clotted the way that 
in out the way that in out the way that in out the way

The deep and abiding promiscuity of sense, which is 
neither the same as, or nor equivalent to, blood.
The deep and abiding conviction of nonsense, which 
has mixes when and where blood mixes...
...with feathers-glass-rain-bird-brain-babble-a-gravel-
pea
Reservation, conservation, desssertion.
Busting my ass up in the center of/for
Busting up in
Underlooking
Autumn
Autumn
Autumn

Hatchling teeth in beak
Bite birdie world, fledgling geek,
teeth through ass, with face stomach filled
Kickspitflutterjerk glassgrass and lie stilled.
Bloomed twice that spring
soapy lazy bubbles.

Feathers borrowed, skin lent
Wet grass, wet grass, wet grass.
Dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt, dirt!

 Cold, autumn, bottom
Ginkgo golden trembling
Bird-bottom colder
-Cloaca disappeared.

 Wax-paper bottom
cold glasssss transfer bottom
Frigid wet autumn
Befeathered, bescumbered bottom
A characteristic song is not a song.
Outdoors.

A bumble babble tune, blurted to myself, does not 
belong to me
A single hole for waste is preferable to two
Reproduction is waste
The South is in the North.
and don’t you know where your phone comes from?
and don’t you know where your clothes come from?
Busting my ass up in the center of/for
Busting up in
The South, is not dead, rather in the North.
and don’t you know where your phone comes from?
and don’t you where your clothes come from?
Busting my ass up in the center of/for
Busting up in
Reproduction is Southern, busting up in North
blowing up the face with ass
ass-through-face, ass-on-and-in-and-against-face
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Bird-bottom colder
-Cloaca disappeared.
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Frigid wet autumn
Befeathered, bescumbered bottom
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Figure 1a: Canaan (Southern Levant), prior to extermination 
by the Israelites. 

Figure 1b: New Canaan (Connecticut, U.S.A.) prior to flood.
(AP/Wide World Photos refused permission to reproduce.)

Figure 2a: Illustration of  Black-throated Green Warbler 
(Dendroica virens), posterior view, by David Allen Sibley.  

(Sibley refused permission to reproduce.)

Figure 2b: Dead Red-whiskered Bulbul, New Haven 
(Connecticut, U.S.A.). 

Dead Seagull, Dhaka (Bangladesh).

Figure 2c: Dead Seagull, Weston-super-Mare (United 
Kingdom). ©News Group Newspapers Limited. The Sun 

editorial staff refused permission to reproduce.

Figure 3a: Farnsworth House (Plano, Illinois, U.S.A.) prior 
to flooding. (National Trust for Historic Preservation refused 

permission to reproduce.)

Figure 3b: Johnson Glass House (New Canaan, Connecticut, 
U.S.A.) prior to flooding. (National Trust for Historic Preserva-

tion refused permission to reproduce.)

Figure 3d: Rana Plaza (Dhaka, Bangladesh) after 2013 
collapse. (Associated Press refused permission to reproduce.)

Figure 3c: Rana Plaza (Dhaka, Bangladesh) before 2013 
collapse. (Associated Press refused permission to reproduce.)

Figure 3e: Foxconn factory suicide prevention nets (Longhua, 
Guangdong, PRC), 2010.  (Reuters refused permission to 

reproduce.)

Figure 4a: Broken glass, New York City (New York, U.S.A.) 
(AP Photo refused permission to reproduce.)

Figure 4c: Farnsworth House, South windows, rainy day. 
(National Trust for Historic Preservation refused permission to 

reproduce.)

Figure 4d: Glass House, North window, rainy day. (National 
Trust for Historic Preservation refused permission to 

reproduce.)

Figure 2i: Eurasian Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) caught in mist 
net (Republic of  Cyprus). (AP Photo refused permission to 

reproduce.)

Figure 2j: European Robin (Erithacus rubecula) caught on 
limestick (Republic of  Cyprus). (RSPB refused permission to 

reproduce.)

Figure 4a: Broken glass, New York City (New York, U.S.A.) 
(AP Photo refused permission to reproduce.)
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